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Nowadays, judicial democracy is the inevitable tendency across the 
whole word. Jury system is not only an important way for common people 
to participate in process of judicial trial but also a vital method for 
fulfillment of judicial democracy. The importance of the jury system for 
all consensus. However, because there is still certain disparity in the 
expected value on function compared with in actual operation of the jury 
systems. Make some people produce all sorts of queries to the people’s 
jury system, In order to dispel the doubt in the hearts of people, make 
the people’s jury system radiate vigour again. The academia of our country 
and judicial circle are carrying on various research and exploring 
constantly for a long time, and have made the rich achievement. As 
"determine" begins to implement formally on May 1 , 2005, Everybody 
concentrate on the operation situation of " determining " in practice one 
after another, Pay close attention to various latest tendencies. This text 
is under this great background, choose the people’s jury system as the 
subject matter of thesis. 
  This text divides into four chapters besides preface and conclusion. 
 Chapter one describes the jury system briefly, we Introduce the history 
of western jury system at first, Including the jury system represented 
by Great Britain and American and the assessor system represented by 
France and German, Then introduce the development tendency newly of the 
western jury system, mainly introduce the latest reform situation of 
Britain , Russia , Japan. 
Chapter two mainly introduces the idea of the jury system and value 
of the jury system, having analyzed the idea of the jury system first of 














and restrict and the idea of democratic. Then describe value of jury system, 
jury system value embody in, helping to realize democratic,just, 
facilitating law dissemination and prevent the judicial corruption ,etc. 
Chapter three introduces the history of the people’s jury systems of 
our country and introspection about this historical development at first, 
then discuss the problems of the people’s jury systems of our country 
existing in practice and further analyze the reason to cause these 
questions after "determines"is implemented, such as supervision of 
ensuring the problem, funds of the people's juror, etc.  
The last chapter will introduce the author’s shallow idea of improving 
the people’s jury systems of our country emphatically on the basis that 
several chapters described above. we will discuss several relevant 
problems about improving our jury system from the macroscopical respect 
such as mode of jury system in our country, etc. at first then discuss 
thoroughly to point out some concrete ideas of the people’s jury systems 
of our country, such as improving relevant legislation of our country, 
improving the operation procedure that the people acted as an juror, etc. 
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